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1. INTREDUCTION 
We investigate the structure of a general &-categorical group, our interest 
focussing on characteristic series and chief factors in such a group. En route. 
we establish two unpublished results on locally finite characteristically 
simple groups, due to Hall, and Wilson. 
AJrst-order property of a structure is a property which can be formulated 
within the first-order predicate calculus. Two structures which satisfy 
precisely the same first-order properties are said to be elementarily 
equivalent, and a countable structure A4 is said to be &categorical if every 
countable structure elementarily equivalent to M is, in fact. isomorphic to M: 
thus a countable &,-categorical structure is a structure which is determined 
up to isomorphism (within the class of countable structures) by its first-order 
properties. We adopt the convention that finite sets are countable, and that 
finite structures are &-categorical. 
More generally, a theory which has a unique countable model is called Ho- 
categorical, and a structure (not necessarily countable) is termed &,- 
categorical if its theory is &-categorical (thus a structure is &,-categorical if 
and only if it is elementarily equivalent to a countable &-categorical 
structure). We take the view that everything worth knowing about an No- 
categorical theory can be seen by looking at its (unique) countable model; 
consequently, we shall tacitly assume that each &categorical group 
considered is countable. 
The basic tool in investigating &-categorical structures is the theorem due 
independently to Engeler [ 111, Ryll-Nardzewski [29], and Svenonius [36] : 
THEOREM 1. I (1959). A countable structure M is &-categorical if and 
only if Aut M has only finitely many orbits in its action on M” for each 
n> 1. 
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Throughout this paper we shall let Aut M denote the group of 
automorphisms of a structure M. We refer to Chang and Keisler [7, 
Theorems 2.3.13, 3.2.7, 3.2.91 for this form of the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem, 
and to Rosenstein [27] for a longer introduction to K,-categoricity. We shall 
adopt an algebraic, rather than a model-theoretic, viewpoint in this paper, 
taking Theorem 1.1 as our starting point in investigating &,-categorical 
groups. 
The known results on &-categorical groups divide into various categories. 
First, there are results which we may call “preservation theorems” (cf. $1.3 
of [6]), saying that the following are &-categorical: the direct product of 
two &categorical groups (Grzegorczyk [ 151); the Boolean power of an EC,- 
categorical group by a Boolean ring with only finitely many atoms 
(Waszkiewicz and Weglorz [37]): more generally, certain filtered Boolean 
extensions (Schmerl [34]); and GL,(R), the group of invertible n x n 
matrices with coefficients in R, if R is an &,-categorical ring (Sabbagh [3 11). 
In a similar vein, Saracino [32] has shown that given any countable &,- 
categorical group, there is a unique associated countable &,-categorical 
group whose theory is model complete (see [7, p. 1 lo] for this idea). We 
note that most of these results are true for any type of algebraic structure 
(not just groups). On the negative side. K,-categoricity is inherited neither by 
subgroups (Olin (251) nor by quotient groups (Rosenstein [28]; Sabbagh 
[ 3 I]), nor by infinite direct powers (Rosenstein [27, Theorem 3 1). 
Second. several particular kinds of &categorical groups have been 
investigated. Rosenstein showed in [ 271 that an abelian group is EfO- 
categorical if and only if it has bounded exponent. In addition, No- 
categorical groups with an abelian normal subgroup of finite index are well 
understood (Rosenstein [27]; Cherlin and Rosenstein [lo]; Baur. Cherlin, 
and Macintyre (61); and &-categorical stable groups are nilpotent-by-finite 
(Baur et al. [6]; Felgner [ 141). Results for a few other classes of No- 
categorical groups have been obtained by Felgner [ 141 and Apps [2 ]. Also, 
certain class 2 nilpotent groups are known to be &-categorical (Felgner 
[ 13 1; Saracino and Wood [33]; Apps [3]). 
Third, there are a few isolated results about the structure of a general Kn- 
categorical group. For example, certain characteristic subgroups in any No- 
categorical group (not necessarily countable) are definable, and the derived 
series and lower central series in such a group break off (Felgner [ 12, 141, 
Sabbagh [ 301); and &categorical groups are uniformly locally finite 
(Rosensein [27]). It is with this third area that we shall be concerned in this 
paper. 
A substructure N of a structure M is said to be characteristic in M (and 
we write N char M) if NB = N for each 0 E Aut M; and a group (respec- 
tively, ring) whose only characteristic subgroups (respectively, characteristic 
ideals) are itself and the trivial subgroup (respectively, zero ideal) is called 
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characteristically simple. It is not difftcult to show that any &,-categorical 
group has a finite series of characteristic subgroups with each factor No- 
categorical and characteristically simple (see Proposition 2.2 below). In 
Section 2 we also review the definition of the Boolean power of a group G by 
a ring R (denoted GR) and see that certain Boolean powers of finite groups 
are &,-categorical and characteristically simple. 
Then in Section 3 we prove two unpublished theorems about locally finite 
characteristically simple groups: 
THEOREM B (Hall, unpublished). Suppose that P is a countable charac- 
teristically simple non-abelian group which has a proper subgroup of finite 
index. Then P is isomorphic to a Boolean power of some finite simple non- 
abelian group. 
THEOREM C (Wilson, unpublished). Suppose that r is a countable 
locally finite characteristically simple group of bounded exponent. Then 
either r is a p-group, for some prime p, or r satisfies the conclusion of 
Theorem B. 
Theorem C is a consequence of Theorem B and the classification of finite 
simple groups. Since &-categorical groups are locally finite of bounded 
exponent, we obtain: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that G is an &-categorical group. Then G has a 
finite series l=G,<G,<... < G, = G, with each Gi characteristic in G, 
and with G,/G,- , , 
either elementary abelian, 
or isomorphic to PR for some finite simple non-abelian group P. and 
some finite or countable atomless Boolean ring R, 
or an Efo-categorical characteristicallv simple non-abelian p-group, for 
some prime p. 
(We comment on this last (hopefully fictitious) possibility in Section 2.) 
In Section 4 we turn to chief factors K/L of an &-categorical group G 
(that is, K and L such that L is normal in G and K/L is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G/L), and obtain: 
THEOREM D. If G is &,-categorical, then the non-abelian chieffactors of 
G are finite of bounded order. 
Our motivation here is that information about the chief factors of an No- 
categorical group G will throw light on how the characteristically simple 
factors arising in Theorem A tit together to make up G, and will also give 
direct information about the structure of G. 
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The paper concludes with a discussion of some implications of Theorem D 
and some open questions arising from it. 
The proofs of these theorems will use a number of elementary results, and 
two or three deeper theorems, about locally finite groups; we shall also have 
brief recourse to some facts about varieties of groups. We will make frequent 
use of the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem (Theorem l.l), and we couple this with 
a counting argument to prove Theorem D. 
Notation and Terminology 
If G is a group, g, h E G, P E G, and H, K < G (this last signifying that H 
and K are subgroups of G), then we write 
1 gl for the order of g; 
gh for K’gh; 
g’, PG for the normal subgroups ( gk : k E G), ( pk : p E P, k E G) 
generated by g and P respectively; 
[g, h] for g-‘h-‘gh =g-‘gh; 
G” and G” for the direct products of n and No copies, respectively of G; 
and G - 1 for ( g E G: g # 1) (similarly for R - 0 when R is a ring). As 
usual, Z(G) and G’ denote the centre and derived subgroup, respectively, of 
G. If K/L is a chief factor of G, then each element g of G induces an 
automorphism (temporarily denoted g*) of K/L by conjugation, and we 
write 
C,WIL ) for (gE G:g* = 1, ,.I. 
We also say that G is finitely (respectively, countably) normally generated if 
G = PG for some finite (respectively, countable) subset P of G, and that G is 
perfect if G = G’. 
If (G., : 1 E A) is a family of groups, we write n.rE., G., and nC.,E,, G., 
for the direct product and Cartesian product, respectively, of the groups G,,. 
Now let .K be a class of groups (which we assume to be closed under 
isomorphism, and to contain the trivial group). We shall be particularly 
interested in certain subclasses of the class of finite groups, and in the classes 
of nilpotent and soluble groups. We say that G is locally .P’. and write 
G E L P‘, if every finite subset of G is contained in some subgroup of G 
belonging to K; and that G is residual!11 Z’, written G E R fl', if for each 
g E G there is some H CI G with g 6! H and G/HE .S’; equivalently, if 
n (H CI G: G/HE .$ } = 1. We also write D,.$ for the class of finite direct 
products of groups in 3.. We recall that the variety generated buy .$- is the 
class of sections of Cartesian products of groups in ./‘: that is, it consists of 
all groups of form H/K with 
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where A is an index set, and G, E .X for each L E A; and when G is a group 
and .K is the class of groups isomorphic to G or 1, we call this the variety 
generated by G. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC SERIES IN &-CATEGORICAL GROUPS 
We begin with two easy properties of (countable) &-categorical groups, 
the first of which is well known. These results, while stated for groups, are 
true (with the appropriate change of language) for any &categorical 
structure. 
We recall that a group G is locall-v finite if every finitely generated 
subgroup of G is finite, and is uniformly locallylfinite if for each k > 1, there 
is some n > 1 such that (g,,..., gk) is finite of order at most n for each 
g, ,..., g, E G. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (cf. Theorem 16 of Rosenstein [27]). &categorical 
groups are uniformly~ locally finite; in particular, they have bounded 
exponent. 
Prooj Suppose that G is &,-categorical and that k > 1 is given; suppose 
that Aut G has n orbits in its action on Gkt ‘. Given g, ,..., g, E G, we see 
easily that 0 = (0 E Aut G : giO = gi for i ,< k} has at most n orbits on G. 
But if 0 E 0 and h E (g, ,..., gkj, then h0 = h. Hence I( g, ,.... gk)l < n, as 
required. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be an &,-categorical group. Then G has only 
finitely many characteristic subgroups. Further, G has aJnite series 
l=G,<G,<...<G,=G 
of characteristic subgroups of G, with G,/G,- , an &-categorical charac- 
teristically simple group for each i. 
Note. A series 1 = G, < G, < ... < G, = G with Gi characteristic in G 
(1 < i < n) is called a characteristic series for G. 
Proof Characteristic subgroups of G are unions of orbits of Aut G 
acting on G, and so the first claim follows from the Ryll-Nardzewski 
theorem (Theorem 1.1; this observation has also been made by Felgner in 
[121). 
Now let l=G,<G,<...<G,,=G be a characteristic series for G of 
maxima1 length. Suppose that i < n, and that K/G,-, is characteristic in 
G,/G,-, . If a E Aut G, then a induces an automorphism of G,/G,-, , and SO 
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we see that Ka = K. Thus K char G, and so K = Gi-, or K = Gi. It follows 
that G,/G,- , is characteristically simple. Furthermore, we obtain that Aut G, 
in its action on G,/G,- ,, is almost r-transitive for each r, and the same is 
therefore true of Aut(Gi/Gip,). Hence G,/G!-, is &-categorical, as 
required. 1 
Remark. If we only consider maximal characteristic series for G, then we 
are just talking about Aut G-composition series (in the language of operator 
groups). In particular, the Jordan-Holder theorem gives that the number and 
isomorphism types of the factors in such a series are independent of the 
maximal series chosen. 
Proposition 2.2 shows that any chain of characteristic subgroups (such as 
the upper or lower central series, or the derived series) in a countable No- 
categorical group breaks off. 
The first task suggested by Proposition 2.2 is to classify the &,-categorical 
characteristically simple groups. We recall the obvious examples: 
(1) Any finite group is &,-categorical, so that groups of form G”, with 
G finite, simple, and non-abelian, and n > 1, are &-categorical and charac- 
teristically simple: 
(2) by Theorem 2 of Rosenstein [27 1, any abelian group of bounded 
exponent is &-categorical, so that any elementary abelian group is K,- 
categorical and characteristically simple. 
Less obviously, as an extension of (1) we have Boolean powers, whose 
definition and basic properties we now review. 
Let R be a Boolean ring (that is, a commutative ring in which every 
element is an idempotent). We recall that a Boolean space is a Hausdorff 
topological space in which the compact open sets form a base for the 
topology. By Stone’s representation theorem ([ 3.5 1; cf. Balbes and Dwinger 
14, Chap. IV, Theorems 9. 121) there is a Boolean space X (the Stone space 
of R) such that R is isomorphic to the ring of compact open subsets of X. 
Let G be any group. The (bounded) Boolean power of G bv R, denoted G”. is 
defined to be the set of functions from X to G which are continuous with 
compact support, where the support of a function y from X to G, written 
supp(y), is given by 
supp(y) = (x E x: xy # 1 }: 
here, G is given the discrete topology. For g E G and A E R, we write g, for 
the element of GR given by 
%A = g if xEA 
=l otherwise, 
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and write G,4 for ( g, : g E G}; clearly, G,a z G if A # 0. Every element of GR 
can be written uniquely (up to order) in the form 
(&)A, *-. (&)A”, 
with n > 0; g, ,..., g, distinct elements of G - 1: and A, . . . . . A,, disjoint 
elements of R - 0. We shall require the following facts: 
Fact 1 (Waszkiewicz and Weglorz [37]). If G is an &categorical group 
and R is a Boolean ring with only finitely many atoms, then GR is No- 
categorical. 
Now let G be a finite simple non-abelian group. 
Facr 2 (116, Lemma 13.21; cf. [ 1, Proposition 5.1 I). The normal subgroup 
of GR generated by >‘E GR is just G’Suppy); and the normal subgroups of GR 
are just those of form GS, for S an ideal of R. 
Here, (A) denotes the ideal of R generated by A (for A E R); and we are 
using the fact that if S is a subring of R, then GS can be regarded as a 
subgroup of GR (cf. [ 1, §2]). 
Fact 3 (cf. [ 1, Theorem C and Proposition 5.2)). Each automorphism ~9 of 
GR induces an automorphism,9, of R such that 
s”PP(?@) = s”PP(Y) eR for all 1’ E GR. 
Moreover, GR is characteristically simple if and only if R is charac- 
teristically simple. 
Up to isomorphism, there is a unique countable atomless Boolean ring 
with identity, and a unique such ring without identity (cf. [ 1. 
Proposition 6.1 I); we denote these by V, and VO, respectively. Let V, denote 
the ring of finite subsets of E. 
Facf 4 ([ 16, p. 4681; cf. [ 1, Theorem 6.31). Up to isomorphism, the only 
countable characteristically simple Boolean rings are the finite Boolean rings, 
and V,, V,, and V,. 
Putting these facts together, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.3. If G is a finite simple non-abelian group, and R is finite or 
isomorphic to V, or V,, then GR is &categorical and characteristicall>? 
simple. However, if R z V,, then GR is not &,-categorical. 
Proof: The first statement is just Facts 1, 3, and 4. For the second 
assertion, we observe that GR z G” if R z V,, while G” is not No- 
categorical if G is finite and non-abelian, by Theorem 3 of Rosenstein 
[27]. 1 
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Let G be a finite simple non-abelian group, and let r, and r, denote G’ ‘1 
and G”I, respectively. The essential difference between r,, and r, is that 
f, = yrl for some y E r, (choose y so that supp(y) = X, the Stone space of 
V,), while r, # Fro for any finite subset F of r,, as can be seen from Fact 2 
above. Also, r,, can be embedded as a normal subgroup of r,, with 
f,/r, z G. while r, z (r,)w: these facts follow from corresponding facts 
about V, and V, (see $6 of [ 1 I). Using Theorem B below, it can be further 
shown that the union of any countable chain of groups isomorphic to f,, is 
still isomorphic to r,,. Hence by Lindstrom’s theorem (see Chang and 
Keisler [ 71, Theorem 3.1.12 and its proof) the theory of r,, is model- 
complete. Moreover, the theory of r, is not model-complete, but has model 
companion equal to the theory of r,, (cf. Saracino [32]). 
We now state our first main theorem on the structure of &,-categorical 
groups: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that G is an &categorical group. Then G has a 
finite characteristic series 
l=G,<G,<...<G,=G 
with each G,/G,- , 
either elementary abelian, 
or isomorphic to PR, for P some finite simple non-abelian group, and R 
a Boolean ring which is finite or isomorphic to V,, or V, , 
or an &-categorical non-abelian characteristically simple p-group, for 
some prime p. 
We ask: 
Question 1. Are &-categorical characteristically simple p-groups 
necessarily abelian? 
The existence of &,-categorical characteristically simple non-abelian p- 
groups seems unlikely, particularly in view of the theorem of Cherlin [9] 
that, for &categorical rings, local nilpotency implies nilpotency. The 
conjecture for groups is, of course, that &-categorical p-groups are nilpotent. 
If the answer to Question 1 were affirmative, then it could be shown that 
locally nilpotent (respectively, locally soluble) &-categorical groups were 
nilpotent (respectively, soluble): this comes from Theorem A and the fact 
(analogous to the theorem of [S]) that soluble locally nilpotent No- 
categorical groups are nilpotent. It is not at all obvious, however, how the 
methods of [9] might be adapted to Question 1. Locally nilpotent NO- 
categorical Lie rings might serve as an interesting intermediate case. 
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Theorem A will follow from two unpublished results, of Hall, and Wilson, 
on locally finite characteristically simple groups, to which we now turn. 
3. LOCALLY FINITE CHARACTERISTICALLY SIMPLE GROUPS 
Let G be a finite simple non-abelian group. We say that a group r is a G- 
space if every finite subset of r is contained in a subgroup of r isomorphic 
to G” for some n > 0 (f E LDJG) in the usual notation). 
The two results we are concerned with are: 
THEOREM B (Hall, unpublished). If T is a countab!~~ normally generated 
G-space, then T is isomorphic to GR for some Boolean ring R. 
If T is a countable characteristically simple non-abelian group, and has a 
proper subgroup of finite index, then T is isomorphic to GR for some finite 
simple nonabelian group G, where R is finite or isomorphic to V,, V, , or 
V ll’ 
THEOREM C (Wilson, unpublished). Suppose that T is a locally finite 
characteristically simple group of bounded exponent. Then 
either T is a p-group for some prime p. 
or T is a G-space for some finite simple non-abelian group G (and so 
l-2 GR, with R finite or R ? V,,, V, , or V,, if T is countable). 
It is, I believe, still an open question as to whether there are any locally 
finite characteristically simple p-groups of bounded exponent other than the 
elementary abelian p-groups. There are, however, locally finite charac- 
teristically simple p-groups of unbounded exponent (for example, the McLain 
groups: see $6.2 of Robinson [26]). 
We note that Theorem A is an immediate consequence of Propositions 2.1 
and 2.2 and Theorems 2.3 and C. 
The following lemma provides the link between the two parts of 
Theorem B: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that T is a characteristically simple non-abelian 
group containing a proper subgroup offinite index. Then T is a G-space for 
some finite simple non-abelian group G. 
Proof: Suppose that A is a proper subgroup of r with IT:Al < CO. We 
may assume that A 4 r, and that f/A is finite, simple, and non-abelian (for 
otherwise r’ < I-, and so r would be abelian, contradicting our assumptions). 
Let G=T/d. Since f is characteristically simple, we have 
n(KaZ-:T/KgGG)= 1, and so l-can be embedded in n’(T/K:Kar, 
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T/K E G}, which is a Cartesian power of G. Hence r belongs to the variety 
generated by G. 
Now let W(G) be the variety generated by the proper subgroups of G. By 
Lemma 7’ of Wilson [38], there is a characteristic subgroup o(T) of f such 
that r/a(r) E W(G) and o(T) E LDJG) (a(r) is the smallest normal 
subgroup K of G such that T/K E W(G), and is the join of all subgroups of 
f isomorphic to G). However, r@ W(G), as otherwise G z T/A E W(G), 
which is impossible by Neumann [24. 5 1.341. Hence o(T) = r, and r is a G- 
space, as claimed. 1 
Suppose, then, that r is a G-space. We construct a Boolean ring B(f) out 
of r, our goal being to prove that f z GB’r’ if f is countably normally 
generated: 
Let B(T) comprise the normal subgroups Pr of r, as P ranges over the 
finite G-spaces contained in P, define multiplication in B(T) to be set inter- 
section, and define addition in B(T) by 
A + B = Cu.&’ n B) for each A, B E B(T), 
where (A, B) is the join of A and B. We have to verify that these do indeed 
define binary operations in B(f), and that (B(T), + , n) satisfies the Boolean 
ring axioms. We shall do this by working inside finite G-spaces in r. viewing 
Pr as a limit of such spaces. 
If r is a finite G-space, with l-g G”, say, where n > 0. we let R be the ring 
of subsets of ( 1, 2,..., n), which (when viewed as a lattice) is isomorphic to 
the lattice B(T) of normal subgroups of r (this well-known property of G” 
can be seen from Fact 2 since GR 2 G”); while n and + in B(f) are easily 
seen to correspond to intersection and symmetric difference respectively in 
R. So in this instance (B(T). f, n) is indeed a Boolean ring. 
To handle the general case, we use a result of Hall (see Lemma 8 of 
Wilson [38]): 
If r is a G-space, and H= G, x ... x G, is a subgroup of f. with Gi z G 
(1 <i<n), then 
1-= G,‘. x ... x Gnr x C,(H). (:i;) 
LEMMA 3.2. The definitions of n and + aboce determine binar! 
operations on B(T). and (B(f), f, n) is a Boolean ring. 
ProoJ Suppose that A, B E B(T), and let P, Q be finite G-spaces in r 
such that A = Pr. B = Qr. Since I-E LDJG), we can find a finite G-space S 
in r with (P, Q) < S. As (P”)’ = Pr = A, and Ps is a finite G-space, we may 
replace P, Q by Ps, QS, respectively, and assume that P and Q are normal in 
S. Now B(S) is a Boolean ring, and so we can find normal subgroups T, U, 
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V, WofSsuchthatS=TxUxVxW,P=TxU,andQ=TxV,with 
PnQ=TandP+Q=UxVinB(S). 
Using (*), we obtain 
similarly, Pr= Tr x Ur and Qr= Tr x Vr. Hence AnB= Tr and 
.4 + B = Ur x Vr = (U x Vlr, since (by a routine argument) Tr E LD,JG) 
and so Z(Tr) = 1. In particular, A n B and A + B belong to B(T), and we 
have 
Pr * Qr = (P * Q)r for * being fl or +, 
where the operation * is performed on the left-hand side in B(T). and on the 
right-hand side in B(S). 
The Boolean ring axioms in (B(T), +, n) now follow from those in 
(B(S), f, n) for each finite G-space S in I-, with the trivial subgroup of f 
acting as the zero element of B(T). For example, to verify that 
An(B+C)=(AnB)+(Anc) if A, B, CE B(T), 
find a finite G-space S in r and P, Q, R Q S such that A = P“, B = Q’. 
C= Rr. Then 
An(B+C)=Prn(Q+R)r=[Pn(Q+R)]r 
=[(PnQ)+(PnR)lr=(AnB)+(AnC). I 
Proof of Theorem B. Suppose that P is a countably normally generated 
G-space. We show that GBer’ z P. We first claim that if A E B(T) (so that A 
is a normal subgroup of r>, then A is isomorphic to G’“‘. where as usual (A) 
denotes the ideal of B(T) generated by A. 
For let P be some finite G-space in P with A = Pr. We can find Q < P 
such that Q’ = P and Q z G (take Q to be a “diagonal” subgroup of P), and 
we have Qr = A. Let A: G- Q be some isomorphism. 
If B E (A) and B # 0, then we can write A as the disjoint union of B and 
C for a unique C E B(T); interpreting this in T, we have A = B x C. Let 
n, : A + B be the projection map, and for g E G let 
We do this for each B E (A) - 0. A simple check shows that if B = D x E 
for some D, E E B(T), so that g, = g, gE (g E G), then (g,@(g,B) = g, 8. 
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Hence 0 as defined above extends to give a homomorphism from G’,” to A. 
using the standard form 
for elements of G’.“‘. 
(gJ‘5, . . * (&JB,, 
If B#O and gf 1, then (gJ)c=Q, and (gA)‘=A, whence 
[(gAj~,lr=B. I t o f 11 ows easily that 0 is injective. 
We must show that 8 is surjective. Suppose y E A. Let R be a finite G- 
space in A such that (Q,y)<R; say R=R,x...xR,,, with R,zG 
(l<i<n). Let Ai=Rir. Then A=Rr=A,x..-xA,,, by (*) (preceding 
Lemma 3.2). Let pi: A -+ Ai be the ith projection. Since Ri < Ai, we have 
Qpi < Rp, = Ri (1 < i < n), and so Qpi = Ri since Q is simple and 
(QP~)~ =Ai. But Qpi = (GA)p, = G,d,r3, by definition of 8. Hence 
yE R, x ... x R, < G’-“0. Thus G”‘0 = A, 0 is surjective, and G’,” z A, as 
claimed. 
Now r is countably normally generated: say f = Cr, with C countable. 
Fact 2 shows that B(T) is generated (as an ideal of itself) by the countable 
set (supp(y): y E C}. Let {A,, A ?,...,} be an enumeration of this last set. and 
let 
B,=A,,-(A,u... VA,-,) for n>l. 
Then B, , B, ,..., are disjoint, and B(T) = (B,) @ (Bz)@ ... . Interpreting this 
in r, we obtain r= nia, Bi. We also have GRfr’ = ni,, G”“. But 
GcBi) z Bi for each i > 1, and so GBfr) z f, as required. 
The second statement is now immediate from Lemma 3.1. the above, and 
Facts 3 and 4. i 
We now turn our attention to Theorem C. The idea here is to find, in the 
case when r is not a p-group, a finite simple non-abelian composition factor, 
and to produce from this a finite simple non-abelian chief factor. The 
centraliser of this chief factor will be a proper subgroup of finite index, 
which will be enough, by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem C. This will be in three steps; the first two of these are 
contained in Wilson [39, 401, and so the proofs of these are only sketched: 
full details may be found in the papers mentioned. 
Step 1 (part of Theorem A of Wilson (39) in the case p = 2). Suppose that 
F is a finite group of exponent 2”s, where s is odd. Then all perfect 
subnormal subgroups of F are normalised by (h*“-’ : h E F, (h( = 2”). 
(Suppose that L/M is a perfect chief factor of F. with 
L/M= L,/Mx ... x LJM, 
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where each LJM is simple and non-abelian. Suppose that h E F and 
Ihl= 2”. Then h2”-’ must normalise Li, for each i, else, taking MC E L,/M of 
order 2, we find that Mhc is an element of G/M of order 2”+‘, a 
contradiction. Taking N= (h*“-‘: h E F,Jhl =2”), we see that N- 
composition factors of F, and so chief factors of N, are either abelian or 
simple. Proposition I(a) of [39] now shows that N must normalise every 
perfect subnormal subgroup of F.) 
Step 2 (Lemma 1 of Wilson [40], with p = 2). If r is locally finite of 
exponent 2”s. with s odd, and if H is a serial subgroup of r (see [ 19. 
pp. 4, 51 for the definition of this concept) with no non-trivial locally soluble 
homomorphic images, then H is normalised by (yzn-’ : E’ E r, 1~1 = 2”). 
(This follows from Step 1 by working locally and observing that (X< H: 
X is finite and perfect } forms a local system for H, while H serial in f 
implies that H n Y is subnormal in Y for any finite subgroup Y of r.) 
Step 3. Now let r be any locally finite characteristically simple group of 
bounded exponent 2”s, say, with s odd. Pick some maximal series for r 
(such always exist: see [ 19, p. 5 1). If all the factors in this series are abelian, 
then every finite subgroup of r has a (finite) series with abelian factors. and 
r is locally soluble. Hence r is a p-group for some prime p. using the fact 
that r has finite exponent in conjunction with the Hall-Higman theorem 
([ 171; cf. the argument on p. 69 of 1401). 
Otherwise we have serial subgroups K a H in r, with H/K simple and 
non-abelian. Given the classification of finite simple groups, it follows from 
Theorem 6 of Kargapolov [ 181 (cf. [40, p. 641) that there are no locally finite 
infinite simple groups of bounded exponent, and so H/K s L for some finite 
simple non-abelian group L. In particular, L has even order, so the exponent 
of r is even and n> 1. 
For a group G, let G* denote the normal subgroup N of G minimal with 
respect to G/N being locally soluble. Now H* is serial in r and has no non- 
trivial locally soluble quotients; so by Step 2, H* is normalised by 
(y’“-’ : y E I-, I yl = 2”). But r is characteristically simple, and so H* a f. 
Now H*/(H* n K) z (H*K)/K = H/K z L, while K* a r, K* < 
H* n K, and (H* I? K)/K* is locally soluble. Hence (H* n K)/K* is the 
largest locally soluble normal subgroup of H*/K*. and so H* n K a 17 
Therefore H*/(H* n K) is a finite simple non-abelian chief factor of f, 
whose centraliser in J’ will be a proper subgroup of finite index. We apply 
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem B to complete the proof. I 
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4. CHIEF FACTORS IN &,-CATEGORICAL GROUPS 
Following from Theorem A, it becomes natural to ask what extensions r 
of G by H (that is, r involved in an exact sequence 1 -+ G --t r-1 H + I) are 
&-categorical, given that G and H are. Of special interest is the case when 
H is finite: we refer to [6, lo] for finite extensions of abelian groups, and to 
[2] for finite extensions of Boolean powers. 
Another approach lies in obtaining information about the chief factors of 
a general &,-categorical group, and this is our concern here. Our interest in 
chief factors sprang originally from considerations about whether an EcO- 
categorical group is necessarily residually finite. In general, the answer is 
negative: the infinite extra-special p-group of exponent p (for p an odd prime) 
is perhaps the simplest counterexample, for it is &categorical by Felgner 
[ 131, but all its non-trivial normal subgroups contain the (cyclic) centre. 
However, we recall that if G is locally finite, then the intersection of the 
centralisers of the chief factors of G is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical p(G), the 
largest locally nilpotent normal subgroup of G (by Proposition l.B.10 of 
[ 191); so if we could show that the chief factors of an &-categorical group 
G were finite, then we would at least know that G/p(G) was residually finite. 
(A corresponding result for rings-namely, that if R is an &,-categorical 
ring. and J(R) is its Jacobson radical, then R/J(R) is residually finite-has 
been proved by Baldwin and Rose [5, Corollary 1 of Theorem C 1; in fact, 
J(R) is nilpotent, in consequence of Cherlin’s result in 191.) We obtain a 
partial result in this direction. For each u >, 1, let .FU denote the class of 
finite groups of order at most U. We note that a group G can be embedded in 
a Cartesian power of some finite group if and only if G is residually .i”, for 
some u> 1. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that G is an &-categorical group. Then there is 
an integer M such that the non-abelian chief factors of G are finite of order 
at most M; and there is some u > 1 such that G/r(G) is residually. <,, where 
r(G) is the largest locally soluble normal subgroup of G. 
Theorem D hinges on a more technical result (Theorem E) which we shall 
state shortly. By way of motivation, we first record another property of No- 
categorical groups, which is implicit in the proof of Lemma 5 of Felgner 
112): 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be an &-categorical group. Then there is an 
integer d such that for all g E G, and all h E gG, there is some n < d and 
k , . . . . . k, E G such that h = gkl ... gkn. 
The proof is an easy application of the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem, and is 
omitted. 
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DEFINITION. A group G has finite conjugate spread if there is some d > 1 
such that for all g E G and h E gG, there are k,,..., k, E G such that 
h E (g%..., gkd); the least such d is the conjugate spread of G. 
Thus any &categorical group has finite conjugate spread. We note that 
the property of having finite conjugate spread is inherited by quotient groups. 
On its own, it is a rather curious property to work with, but in certain 
situations (such as the following) it becomes very powerful: 
THEOREM E. Suppose G is locallyfinire with (,/Me) conjugate spread d. 
Suppose that K/L is a non-abelian chieffactor of G, with K/L isomorphic to 
PR for some finite simple non-abelian group P and some Boolean ring R. 
Then R is Jnite, with at most d atoms. 
ProojI Let G, KfL, P, and R satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Since 
G/L has conjugate spread at most d, we may take L = 1, so that K is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G, with Kg PR. We identify K with PR to ease 
the notation. Suppose that R is infinite, or finite with more than d atoms. We 
derive a contradiction. 
By our assumption on R, we can find disjoint non-zero elements A, ,..., A,, 
of R, where m=d+ 1; let A=UyZ,Ai. FixpEP withpf 1. For each i. 
we have (p,,)” = K, so we can find g, E G (1 <j< d) such that 
p4 E ((P~~)~~I: 1 <j < dj (as G has conjugate spread d). 
Elements of G induce automorphisms of K = PR by conjugation, and so of 
R (by Fact 3); let Bi,i denote the image of g, in Aut R (1 < i < m. 1 <j ,< d). 
Then 
and therefore A E Uy=, A i 8, (1 < i < m). A combinatorial argument will 
now give us the desired contradiction. 
Let A=(eij: l<i<m, l<j,<d), which is a finite subgroup of Aut R 
since G is locally finite. Let B = USEdA& We observe that B E R, and that 
B6 = B for each 6 E A. Let A, = B -A. We have that &’ = (A,, A, ,..., A,} 
is a partition of B. We can find a partition 9 = {B, ,..., B,} of B such that 
for each C E 9 and each S E A, we have C & D for some D E .d (that is. 2%’ 
refines L@‘) and C6 E 9 (take 9 to consist of the non-empty sets of form 
nded [A,,,, 61, for each function k from A to {O, l,..., m }). 
Now A = (Jy=, Ai is the union of some of the B,-say of q of them. The 
Ai are disjoint, so there are integers n and i with n < q/m and 1 < i < m such 
that Ai is the union of exactly n of the Bj. But 8, E A for 1 <j < d, and so 
.4,8, is also a union of exactly n of the Bj. Hence Uf=, AiOij is the union of 
at most dn of the Bj, and dn < 9, whereas A 2 Uy=, A i 8,. This 
contradiction shows that R is finite with at most d atoms. 1 
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COROLLARY El. If G is locally finite with conjugate spread d, and H is a 
normal subgroup of G with Hz PR (where P is a finite simple non-abelian 
group, and R is a Boolean ring), then G can be embedded in (G/H) x Q for 
some residually ~FU group Q, where u = (IPid)!. If in addition, G/H belongs 
to the variety generated by some finite group, then the same is true of G. 
Proof Suppose that G. H, P, and R satisfy the given conditions. We 
identify H and PR. Let K/L be a chief factor of G with K < H. Fact 2 shows 
that K = Ps and L = Pr for some ideals S. T of R. Thus K/L ? P” ‘. 
Applying Theorem E, we see that S/T is finite with at most d atoms. Hence 
K/L has order at most 1 PI”, and so G/C&K/L) (which embeds in Aut(.K/L)) 
has order at most u, where u = (] Pld)!. 
Let M = 0 (C&K/L): K/L a chief factor of G with K < H}; then 
Q = G/M is residually FU. In addition, H n M = 1: for let ((L,, K,): /1 E ,4 } 
be a G-composition series for H (that is. a maximal series for H of 
subgroups normal in G-cf. [ 19, pp. 4.5 1); then H - 1 = U.IE,, (K., -L.,), 
so if h E H - 1, then we can find a chief factor K.,/L, of G with K,, < H and 
h E K., - L,. By the above, K.,/L., z P” for some m < d; and Z(P”‘) = 1. 
Hence h @ C,(K,/L,), and so h @ M. 
Therefore G embeds in (G/H) X Q, as claimed, and the last assertion is 
immediate. 1 
Note. In fact, using [ 1, Corollary Cl 1, we can replace the number (/PI”)! 
by (d!)I Aut Pld. 
COROLLARY E2. If G is local&v Jnite with finite conjugate spread and 
has a finite series 1 = G, < G, < . . . < G, = G of normal subgroups of G, in 
which each factor is either finite or a Boolean power of a finite simple non- 
abelian group, then G has a finite normal subgroup K such that G/K is 
residually* i”, for some u > 1. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the length of the series. For n = 1, 
the result is clear, since if P is a finite simple non-abelian group and R is a 
Boolean ring with Stone space X, then PR is a group of functions from X to 
P. and so can be embedded in PI”‘. Suppose that the result is true for IZ - 1. 
and that we have an invariant series 
l=G,<G,<...<G,,=G 
for G satisfying the given conditions. Then, by induction, there is a finite 
normal subgroup K,/G, of G/G, such that G/K, is residually .c, for some 
L’ > 1. If G, is finite, we take K = K, to finish. 
Otherwise, Corollary El applies, and we can find LV > 1, a residually ,i”[, 
group Q, and an embedding 0: G + (G/G,) x Q. Let rr: (G/G,) x Q + 
(G/K,) x Q be the quotient map with finite kernel (K,/G,) X 1. Then 
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(G/K,) X Q is residually FU, where u = max(v, w), and Ker(&r) is finite. The 
result follows. 1 
In essence, these corollaries show that, in the class of groups with finite 
conjugate spread, extensions of a Boolean power of a finite simple non- 
abelian group by some other locally finite group r are not much worse 
behaved than the group I- as far as residual properties are concerned. 
Proof of Theorem D. Let G be an &-categorical group. We must bound 
the orders of the non-abelian chief factors of G. By Proposition 4.1. G has 
(finite) conjugate spread d for some integer d. By Theorem A, there is a 
characteristic series for G 
with each G,/G,_, either a p-group, for some prime p, or a Boolean power of 
some finite simple non-abelian group Pi, say. 
Suppose that K/L is a non-abelian chief factor of G. By Schreier‘s 
refinement theorem (cf. Macdonald [ 21, Theorem 10.01 I), we may suppose 
that Gi-, < L < K < Gi for some i < n. If G,/G,-, is a p-group for some 
prime p, then K/L is a locally soluble chief factor of the locally finite group 
G, and so is elementary abelian (by Corollary l.B.4 of [ 19]), a 
contradiction. Hence G,/G,- , is a Boolean power of Pi. Now. as in the proof 
of Corollary E 1 (applied in the quotient G/G,- ,). we have K/L z Pi” for 
some m < d, and so 1 K/L / < IPild. But there are at most n possibilities for 
Pi, and so we obtain an integer M such that ] K/L ] < M for each non-abelian 
chief factor K/L in G, as required. 
Finally, Proposition l.B.11 of [ 191 gives 7(G), the largest locally soluble 
normal subgroup of G, to be the intersection of the centralisers of the non- 
abelian chief factors of G, whence G/r(G) is residually f . where u = M!. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Theorem D raises several important questions. First, if G is an Ef,- 
categorical group which can be embedded in a Cartesian power of some finite 
group, can we tie down the structure of G more precisely? For example, are 
there situations where we can say that G is a filtered Boolean extension, by 
analogy with the case of &-categorical rings without nilpotent elements (see 
Macintyre and Rosenstein [22])? Hall’s result (Theorem B) can be regarded 
as a first step in this direction. 
Second, we ask whether an &-categorical group can have an infinite 
elementary abelian chief factor? This question does not readily lend itself to 
the techniques of Theorem E, principally because the automorphism group of 
such a chief factor has a lot less structure than that of a Boolean power r of 
a non-abelian simple group (the argument of Theorem E is built on the fact 
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that automorphisms of I- preserve a lattice which is also a Boolean ring). We 
formulate the following stronger question: 
Question 2. If G is an &--categorical group, is there a bound on the 
orders of the abelian chief factors of G? 
Linked with Question 2 is a more general question about locally finite 
groups: 
Question 3. Suppose that G is locally finite of bounded exponent and 
that M is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose that there is some d > 1 
such that for all a, b E M - 1, there are g, ,..., g, E G with b E (a”‘,..., a@). Is 
A4 necessarily finite? If so, can we bound the rank of M (in terms of d and 
the exponent of G)? 
The condition that G have bounded exponent is essential, as can be seen 
by taking H to be the group of automorphisms of an infinite elementary 
abelian group M which fix all but finitely many elements of M, and taking G 
to be the split extension of M by H. It would be very helpful to obtain 
asymptotic information about subgroups with exponent at most m of 
GL,(lF,) as n + co, where F, is the field of p elements. 
Our final question was raised by J. S. Wilson: 
Question 4. Given an &-categorical group G, is there some finite group 
F such that G belongs to the variety generated by F? 
Theorem D gives an affirmative answer when G has no non-trivial locally 
soluble normal subgroups. 
By a theorem of Kovics and Newman [ZO], it is enough to show that if G 
is &-categorical, then there are integers m and c such that 
(1) chief factors of G have order at most m. 
(2) G has bounded exponent, 
(3) nilporent sections of G have nilpotency class at most c. 
Whether (1) holds is just Question 2 above; (2) is already known; while (3) 
holds for G if and only if 
(3’) for each prime p. finite p-subgroups of G have nilpotency class at 
most c, 
which, in turn. holds if and only if 
(3”) maximal p-subgroups of G are nilpotent of class at most c. 
It is first necessary to answer Question 1 of Section 2 about charac- 
teristically simple K,-categorical p-groups; then we would know that No- 
categorical p-groups were nilpotent. This would still not be quite enough, as 
maximal p-subgroups in an &-categorical group are not necessarily No- 
categorical. 
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